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We grow revenue when more customers buy more from us. How much of this can be addressed by 
traditional methods, and how can data and analytics  help?

What is this presentation about?

Goal: 
to entice our cus tomers  to 
fulfil more of their needs with 
us

Question: 
does bundling work, and 
can we do better with big 
data?
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Agenda

 The Limits of Data

 The Potential of Bundling
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The recommendation algorithms used by data giants Netflix and Amazon are testament to the power of 
analytics  in guiding and increasing consumption.

How can we apply the thinking from Netflix and Amazon to 
our business?

Personalised
Coherent
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We know so much more about our customers. T hrough advanced analytics , it should be possible to 
determine their needs and pitch the right product at the right time

Big Data – The answer to higher cross-sell

Does it actually work?
Yes and No.

 R ight offer

 R ight price

 R ight time
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Applying the ‘product recommendation’ model does not work in all settings.

Skit : Big Data in McDonalds

Customer Server

Good morning, I'd like to 
get…

Wait don't tell me! You want a 
Quarter Pounder with 
medium fries and a Coke.

Actually no, I'd like a Double 
Cheese burger with large fries 
and a Sprite.

Okay, would you also like an 
Apple Pie?

No, but maybe a…

McFlurry? That's showing on 
my screen as the next best 
offer.

You know what, I think I’ll try 
Burger King. 
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Applying the ‘product recommendation’ model does not work in all settings.

Skit : Big Data in McDonalds

Customer Server

Good morning, I'd like to 
get…

Wait don't tell me! You want a 
Quarter Pounder with 
Medium Fries and a Coke.

Actually no, I'd like a Double 
Cheese burger with large fries 
and a Sprite.

Okay, would you also like an 
Apple Pie?

No, but maybe a…

McFlurry? That's showing on 
my screen as the next best 
offer.

You know what. I think I’ll try 
Burger King.

Why doesn’t it work?

 Accuracy of predictions <100% 
− Incorrect predictions will create 

frustration

 The product range is already 
manageable 
− C ustomer does not perceive 

‘need’ for guidance
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Algorithm can be very helpful in the appropriate setting – they are particularly helpful when there is  a 
large number of discretionary, low complexity products .

Different industries require dif ferent approaches

Frequency of 
need

Number of 
products

Product 
complexity

Urgency of need

When do algorithm-based ‘push’ systems make sense?

Large No one can review thousands of items 
individually

L ess  complex items more likely to be 
purchased on impulse

Discretionary

S mall

High Low

Necessary

High L ow

If you don’t ‘push’, they are less  likely 
to buy

C hance of wrong-timing is  less  likely
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Frequency of 
need

Number of 
products

Product 
complexity

Urgency of need


Very large


Discretionary


L ow


High

Other industries  are not ideal for the application of the algorithm-based recommendations.

Different industries require dif ferent approaches

Online movies
Household 

goods Fast food BankingCars


Very large


Discretionary


L ow


High


L imited


Discretionary


L ow


High


L arge


Necessary


High


L ow


L imited


Necessary


High


L ow
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The nature of banking products means that the already low probability of a helpful recommendation is 
made lower still.

Predictive recommendations for banking products are 
likely to be unhelpful

Example: Mortgages

Frequency of 
need

Number of 
products

Product 
complexity

Urgency of need

When do algorithm-based ‘push’ systems not make sense?

L arge Home-buyers  do not need to be told 
they need a mortgage

P recise recommendations are likely to 
be wrong

Discretionary

Small

High L ow

Necessary

High Low

No one will take a mortgage because 
you sugges t they should

Mus t be super accurate to succeed
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Specific recommendations have no context and are hence incoherent. Vague recommendations come 
across as  banal.

What if you’re right?

Weirdly specific

Hello Mr. J ones,

S o apparently you’re buying a house. 
C ongratulations! We recommend our 15 
year fixed at 2.68% (without the pre-
payment insurance).

We also think you should buy pet 
insurance as  you appear to have a cat –
take the 15k plan with a $500 
deductible.

R egards,

Your bank

Vague and bland

Hello Mr. J ones,

Did you know that people who have an 
auto loan with us also tend to have a 
credit card?

P lease see below for our latest offers  on 
credit cards, including market leading 
cashback!

R egards,

Your bank

The precision of the recommendation 
is abrupt and unsettling

Email does not tell an interesting 
story, and hence less compelling
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Not only is the predictive approach more often wrong than right – the resulting cost of being wrong is  
harder to measure (and less  likely to be detected).

The cost of being wrong

Do not purchase

Purchase

We can measure 
benefit of this

= Converted 
leads

We can’t directly see 
the consequences of 
this

= Customer 
dissatisfaction

Customers who receive ‘push’ sells

‘Great! Let’s go 
broader next time!’
Bank

That’s the fifth 
unsolicited call I’ve 
had this month!
Customer
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The push-based approach starts  with product. A pull-based approach begins with the customer.

A pull-based approach to product development

Push approach: We had a great idea and developed this  product - who could we sell it to?  

Pull approach: W hat are customer needs, and what combinations are most likely to fulfil them?

PRODUCT PRICECOST 

PRICESCUSTOMERS VALUE/  WTP*

$
VALUE/ WTP*

$
CUSTOMERS

$ $$$
PRODUCTS COSTS
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If you design a proposition that fits customers needs, no ‘push’ is necessary

A good proposition pushes itself

This crowd was not organised by an algorithm
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A pull-based approach, in which customer is  drawn to the right proposition, rather than having the 
proposition pushed to them, is  preferable

Bundling is helpful for industries with a small, manageable 
number of product categories

Number of 
possible 
products

Complexity of products

Product 
recommender

Simple 
bundling

Advanced 
bundling

Product 
Configurator

Push

Pull Pull

Pull

Why and how does 
bundling work?
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Agenda

 The Limits of Data

 The Potential of Bundling
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A good bundle fulfils two criteria – the components make sense as  a combination, and there is  some 
financial benefit to purchasing all of them together

Bundling Basics

Why does this work?

1. Logical fit
 All three items = complete 

meal

2. Financial advantage
 C heaper than if bought 

separately
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If an offer fills only one criteria, it is less likely to be successful.

Illustration – why you need both logical fit and commercial 
rationale

Offer

Logical fit

Financial 
advantage

Total: $2.50Total: $2.50Total: $3.00

A B C
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Maximise coherence and you can minimise discounts while maximising 
sales

The less coherent the offer, the steeper the discount

Size of 
required 
discount

Coherence 
of story

Toothbrush 
+ Toothpaste

Toothbrush 
+ P encils

The harder you work on 
the story, the less you 
have to discount

B y maximizing coherence, 
you can minimize the 
required discount

Too much 
discount

Not enough 
discount
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For businesses that sell consumer goods, bundling is a fairly simple task – identifying leader and filler 
products , and avoiding killers

What is Simple Bundling?

B rings customers to the 
store (Iphone, B ig Mac)

S omething a customer will 
buy, but not necessarily at 
the same store. 

Desirable, but only to a small 
number of target customers.

Coke & Fries

... is a 
"LEADER" 
product

... 
"FILLER" 
products

... no
"KILLER" 
products

Burger

Value to 
client

Breadth of 
appeal
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While the total number of product categories is quite low, the usage of products varies by customer 
segment, and hence a more sophisticated structure is  required.

What is Advanced Bundling?

Ancillary 
product

Ancillary 
product

Ancillary 
service

Free 
benefit

Core 
product

Product-led

 C ore product (leader) plus 
ancillary products  (fillers)

 S ize of market limited by 
need for core product

Good Better Best

Basic products

Lower value

Mid-range 
products

Hard 
bundle

Soft 
options

Sweeteners Higher value Ultimate value

+ 1 product with 
discount

+ 2 products 
(higher 

discounts) 

+ 3 products 
(highest 

discounts) 

Premium 
products

Likely uptake

Good Better Best

 Often a sequence of 
product-led bundles

 C an address more 
customer segments

Product

Product

Product

Product

Product

Product

Product Product Product

Benefit to 
customer

DIY

 No fixed start point

 Only rule: more products  
= more benefits

 Maximum reach
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The process of making a bundle starts with the customer, and builds the components (products and 
benefits) based on the customer needs and preferences

Making a bundle

Step 2: What is the benefit?Step 1: What products should be in it?

Segment

 W ho is  the target 
cus tomer?  

Needs

 W hat do they need?

 W hat products  meet 
these needs?

 Discounts/R ewards

 E nhanced P roduct Functionality

 P rocess benefit

 E ase & C onvenience

 S tatus/P sychological

Logical fit Commercial rationale

Motivators

Does not equal ‘most common 
product combinations’

Combination of monetary and non-
monetary works best
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Common combination is generally a bad idea for bundle construction. You want to incentivise 
‘uncommon’ behavior. T he offer must however make sense to have ‘logical fit’.

Logical fit – What products should you include?

Uncommon      
combination

P ersonal loan

C hecking Account

S avings

 Incentivises  cross-sell 
but…

 …lack of logical fit

P ersonal loan

C hecking Account

Common
combination 

 L ogical fit, but…

 …does not incentivise 
pre-exis ting behavior

Uncommon      
combination

P ersonal loan

C hecking Account

C redit C ard

 Adding a credit card is  
both ‘uncommon’ and 
‘logical’

Data shows…

Verdict :
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While the benefit should contain a financial element, combining this with other aspects makes for a 
stronger bundle that is  easier to finance

Commercial rationale – What should be the benefits?

Financial

Discount/  
Rewards

Enhanced product 
functionality

Process                    
benefit

Ease & 
Convenience

Status/  
Psychological

 Waive fee/
B etter rate

 More miles  per 
spend unit

 Non-banking 
discounts  
(retail)

 E xtended 
overdraft/  
grace-period

 More frequent 
withdrawals  
allowed

 G uaranteed 
response time

 24 hour 
process ing

 P re-approvals  
for all potential 
products

 P re-defined 
packages  that 
cover all needs

 Minimum input 
/thought 
required by 
user

 T hrough 
gamification 
cus tomer has  
satis faction of 
'leveling up'

 E ven s tatus  
that is  notional 
can be 
valuable

Psychological
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The core products in the bundle are a credit card (leader) and checking account (hard filler). There are 
additional incentives to purchase more products  (soft fillers).

Case Study – Accelerator (1/ 3)

Best

Better

Good

Pick 
benefits

 8% cashback 
 3 air-miles  /  US D
 2 R eward /  AE D

 5% cashback 
 2.5 air-miles  /  US D
 1.5 R eward /  AE D

 3% cashback 
 2 air-miles  /  US D
 1 R eward /  AE D

1

Transfer 
salary

Pay fee

Fulfil 
conditions

Take more 
products

Mus t transfer at leas t 
15k AE D per month

Monthly fee 

Take more products  
with the bank

C an 
eliminate 

fee

2

And /  Or

Checking + 
Credit Card

Additional 
products
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Start with the benefits of the leader product. The user can explore the maximum benefit available.

Case Study – Accelerator (1/ 4)

Choice of 
rewards

Good 
Better 

Best

Benefit 
made 
tangible
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Checking Account is communicated as a minimum requirement. But few people will want to pay the fee.

Case Study – Accelerator (2/ 4)

B ig Mac vs  B ig Data - P P S .pptx

“ Can you 
waive the 
fee for me?”
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Enter your monthly salary (and by implication transfer your checking account), and the fees are 
discounted.

Case Study – Accelerator (3/ 4)
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Now the first 
two packages 
are free

Customer 
adjusts to 
reflect salary

But what if I 
want the top 
package for 
free?
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Additional products are not ‘pushed’ – but if a customer can move products  from another bank, further 
discounts and rewards are possible.

Case Study – Accelerator (4/ 4)
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Select 
additional 
products...

Now all 
packages 
are free
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The proposition works because:
 It gives a benefit that no one else can (leader product)
 It incentivises additional products to subsidize the leader (fillers)
 It rewards continuously (with credit card spend – every month)

Big Mac vs Big Data - PPS.pptx

What have we learned from Accelerator?

The proposition does not involve:
 Mysterious, incoherent popups pushing the wrong product
 Complicated back-end systems manipulating real-time data
 Annoyed customers receiving unwanted approaches
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Conclusions

For most industries:

 Data is  only part of the story

 First s tep is  always customer 
needs

 P ull is  safer and more 
effective than P ush
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Your contacts

 Financial services specialist, primarily focusing on 
strategic issues at the marketing-operations interface 

 Wei has advised leading financial institutions in North 
America and Europe on price optimization, customer 
pricing psychology, quantitative marketing models, 
and risk management for both sides of the balance 
sheet

Wei Ke
Partner 
New York and Toronto

Tel. +1 212 537 0747
Fax +1 212 537 0771

wei.ke@simon-kucher.com
www.simon-kucher.com

17 State Street,
New York, 

NY 10004 USA
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 Specialist in choice architecture, customer value 
maximization and wealth management

 Matthew has worked extensively in the financial 
services industry in the area of customer value 
maximization, with a focus on delivering systems that 
increase cross-sell by intuitive design and an 
allowance for customer psychology

Matthew Jackson
Director                       
New York and Toronto

Tel. +1 212 537 0753
Fax +1 212 537 0771

matthew.jackson@simon-kucher.com
www.simon-kucher.com

17 State Street,
New York, 

NY 10004 USA
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www.simon-kuc her.c om

New York office

17 S tate S treet, 37th Floor
New York, NY 10004, US A
Tel. +1 212 5370 770

Americas
Atlanta, B oston, Mountain View, 
New York, S an Francisco, 
S antiago de C hile, S ão P aulo,
Toronto

Europe/ Middle East 
Amsterdam, B arcelona, B onn, 
B russels , C ologne, C openhagen, 
Dubai, Frankfurt, G eneva, 
Hamburg, Is tanbul, L ondon, 
L uxembourg, Madrid, Milan, 
Munich, P aris , S tockholm, Vienna, 
Warsaw, Zurich

Asia/ Pacific
B eijing, S ingapore, S ydney, Tokyo

Thank you!
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